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Abstract

End-to-end traffic model in the Internet has been broken by firewalls,
NAT boxes and such. This has created a need for new Internet archi-
tectures accounting the presence of these middleboxes and involving
them in connection negotiations. This paper reviews the work of IRTF
EME research group involving end-middle-end architectures, and a
promising EME architecture called NUTSS. We discuss these works
in light of our own ideas, and provide reasoning for trust being an
essential component in the success of any new Internet architectures.
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1 Introduction

The Internet has evolved beyond the boundaries of its
original design. The networks have grown and the
number of stakeholders in traffic has increased drasti-
cally. The original end-to-end traffic model has been
broken by techniques like NAT, and devices such as fire-
walls and proxies wanting to have their say in the traffic
outside endpoints’ control.

This kind of development in networks was at first
viewed as negative [8], but lately the attitudes have
changed, and many believe that it is not only inevitable,
but actually required functionality [1, 11]. Various re-
search groups have been researching ways to have de-
vices and applications along the network data path to
be more involved in connections and connection estab-
lishment [7, 9, 11].

The purpose of this paper is to give an overview of the
work done by different research groups on end-middle-
end (EME) architectures. Our original contribution is a
feasibility analysis of EME architectures as described in
workings of IRTF EME research group (IRTF EME) [6,
9].

In the following section, section 2, we give a brief de-
scription of EME architecture and current work status
of IRTF EME. In section 3 we review a prominent EME
architecture called NUTTS [7] and discuss its feasibil-
ity against IRTF EME guidelines. In section 4 we give
our considerations for EME architectures and argue that
trust relations will become a key component in future
networks. We conclude this paper in section 5 with dis-
cussion of related work and our current research plans.

2 End-Middle-End Architecture

End-middle-end architecture offers endpoints a level of
control over which middleboxes their traffic is passed
through. This control can be extended to cover routing
but is mainly intended for enabling network provided
services, like firewalls, proxies and NAT.

In this section we first give a brief overview of EME
architecture and then present the goals and guidelines
of the IRTF EME Research Group.

2.1 Architecture Overview

The idea behind EME architecture is to enhance the level
of control offered by networks to better meet the needs
of the current Internet. Running out of IPv4 addresses
and subnets has caused network and service providers
to adapt technologies to combat address exhaustion.
One suggested solution, IPv6 [3], has not yet had its
breakthrough, and it is still uncertain if it ever will. In-
dustry has adopted NAT as a solution of choice instead
of IPv6. NAT, however, breaks end-to-end addressing
semantics of the Internet [4].

Number of stakeholders in network connections has
grown. Not only are the endpoints involved, but the
network itself has become increasingly aware of the traf-
fic passing through it. Middleboxes with NAT and fire-
walls are used to police and control network traffic,
while operators implement cache proxies to reduce the
volume of traffic between networks. A way for end-
points to discover, request and utilise these and other
services provided by the network is required.

Various different approaches to accommodate mid-
dleboxes into Internet architecture have been proposed.
The suggestions vary from new signalling and flow es-
tablishment methodologies [7, 9] to redesigns of Internet
naming and name resolution [5, 10]. Common themes
among these suggestions are enhanced access control
and authentication, and extensions to naming conven-
tions. Most of the problems arise from feasibility of the
deployment, especially if the proposed changes are not
incrementally deployable.
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2.2 IRTF EME Research Group

IRTF End-Middle-End Research Group was formed in
late 2006. The intent of this group is to function as a
forum for EME related discussion and research. The
group’s charter identifies three common root problems
that EME research should try to solve. First on the list
of problems is IP addresses no longer being globally-
unique or stable. Second problem is with transport port
numbers having no clear semantics beyond the end-
point opening connection. Third problem is endpoints
not being aware of middleboxes along traffic route and
thus not being able to control or even know what is hap-
pening to their traffic [6, 9].

2.3 EME Architecture Requirements

IRTF EME has set evaluation of feasibility and desirabil-
ity of any architectural changes proposed to solve these
problems as its goal. To achieve these goals IRTF EME
has come up with a list of requirements a suggested In-
ternet architecture should fulfil. This list includes re-
quirements for authentication, security, privacy, control,
steering, mobility, interoperability, any and multicast,
and performance [6].

First up on the list is a requirement for globally-
unique, long-term stable, and user friendly endpoint
identities to allow easier policy control for endpoint
users and network administrators alike. Next on the list
are requirements for access control and authentication.
Requirement for access control is that the network al-
lows endpoint administrators control over which other
endpoints and middleboxes the endpoint can commu-
nicate with. Authentication is required between end-
points and middleboxes and must be provided in both
ways. These requirements are in place with network
policing in mind, and to provide a level of security
against spoofing attacks and impersonation.

The list continues with a privacy requirement stat-
ing that any confidential information should be only
revealed to trusted parties. The endpoints need to be
allowed to communicate anonymously, or the middle-
boxes need to provide a way to anonymise the traffic
between endpoints. Endpoints must not be required to
reveal their network addresses to untrusted parties, and
all parties must be allowed to require flow level encryp-
tion if full path authorisation cannot be guaranteed.

Requirements related to network control include mid-
dlebox discovery, flow redirection, protocol negotiation
and multi-homing. Middlebox discovery includes abil-
ity for endpoints to discover middleboxes and request
their services when desired. Middleboxes which require
their services to be used, e.g. NAT devices or firewalls,
need to inform endpoints of their services.

Flow redirection requirements are built with mobil-

ity in mind. Endpoints must be allowed to redirect in-
coming flows without the need for the initiating appli-
cation to intervene. Middleboxes must be able to redi-
rect inbound traffic to an alternate endpoint or an alter-
nate address for an endpoint without intervention from
the endpoint applications. Finally, the network must be
able to maintain and reroute flows between mobile end-
points.

Protocol negotiation means that endpoints must be
able to negotiate the protocol stack, e.g. UDP or TCP de-
livery, for a flow based on application requirements and
network policy. Multi-homing requirement states that
both endpoints and middleboxes must be able to spec-
ify the routes for flows, and the network has to support
multiple simultaneous routes.

The network must be able to support multicast flows,
with a fallback option when IP multicast functionality
is not present. The network also needs to support fast
flow establishment, i.e. be optimised for short flows on
high-latency networks. If possible, the first transmitted
packet should be allowed to contain application pay-
load.

The final requirement on the IRTF EME list is possi-
bility for incremental deployment of the new architec-
ture. IRTF EME recognises that an overnight overhaul
of the Internet is not a valid option. Instead all changes
to endpoints and middleboxes to accommodate the new
architecture need to be implemented gradually. Also an
incentive for migration has to be present, if not initially
then at least for any architecture close to deployment.

3 NUTSS

NUTSS [7] is an architecture and a protocol designed to
satisfy EME naming and addressing requirements. Its
core idea is to give endpoints user- friendly names, and
use signalling protocols to later bind these names to 5-
tuple transport flows. The transport flows in NUTSS
are short-lived and renegotiated using both on-path and
off-path signalling protocols.

Connection establishment in NUTSS is initiated by
one endpoint via off-path signalling protocol followed
by on-path signalling to open data path through possi-
ble middleboxes on route. The initiating signalling uses
both endpoints’ names combined with requesting appli-
cation’s name. These names are mapped into 5-tuple
flow addresses by policy-aware boxes near both end-
points. These addresses are then conveyed to both end-
points, who use the addresses to form a data connection.

NUTSS achieves separation between identification
and network location by using stable names separated
from flow addresses. This allows the architecture to
support both mobility and multi-homing. The sig-
nalling protocols used both on-path and off-path allow
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endpoints negotiate the used protocol stack with each
other and any middleboxes involved in the communi-
cations, allowing flexible managing of multiple network
layers.

This section describes the basic architecture of
NUTSS, possible extensions as outlined by the original
authors [7], and discusses its feasibility in regard to IRTF
EME guidelines.

3.1 NUTSS Architecture

NUTSS uses user-friendly, long-term stable, and loca-
tion independent naming. These names are associated
with applications and services running on endpoint de-
vices, and can be further associated to individual user
level. Connection establishment is initiated via a NUTSS
socket using only these names. Opening the socket trig-
gers name-based signalling, that authenticates the end-
points and establishes a data path with 5-tuple IP ad-
dressing via a series of middleboxes.

The NUTSS architecture has two major components,
called P-Boxes (policy-boxes) and M-Boxes (middle-
boxes). These components are deployed in the networks
as well as in end-hosts. Any network on data path wish-
ing to enforce a policy must deploy both P-Boxes and M-
Boxes. P-Boxes form an overlay network to carry name-
routed signalling from end to end but do not relay data
flows. P-Boxes are used to make policy decisions, and
direct data flows through M-Boxes if required. Flow
data is transmitted via M-Boxes, either because the M-
Box lies on the direct data path, or because the initiating
signalling has negotiated an alternative route through
an M-Box.

Signalling messages may traverse both P-Boxes and
M-Boxes. When no IP address is known, name-routed
signalling traverses via P-Boxes. Otherwise the sig-
nalling is routed via M-Boxes similar to regular data
flows. A name-routed path via P-Boxes between end-
points must always exist, even when techniques like
NAT are used. This allows end-to-end signalling to
reach both endpoints before data connection is estab-
lished.

3.1.1 Naming and Name-Routed Signalling

NUTSS uses 3-tuple endpoint names, consisting of user,
domain and service name. The user is a user-friendly
name that is not globally-unique, e.g. alice. The domain
is a user-friendly, hierarchical, globally-unique DNS
name, identifying the endpoint machine, e.g. bob.org.
Together the user and domain identify the principal, that
is considered to own the endpoint. User may be empty,
in which case the principal identifies to endpoint ma-
chine. The service is a globally-unique, user-friendly
name identifying the service provided by the endpoint.

Figure 1: NUTSS network topology.

All names are independent of network location. Access
control policies are defined in relation to these names.

NUTSS models the Internet as a group of policy-
aware edge networks connected by a policy-free core.
Edge networks deploy both P-Boxes and M-Boxes,
while the core is P-Box free. Every network M-Boxes
lie usually between networks connecting them to each
other, but can be deployed inside the networks as well.
Each M-Box is configured with the name and address of
its associated P- Box. NUTSS assumes the presence of
DNS or similar name-resolution service in the network.
The name service contains addresses for contact P-Boxes
in every top level edge network called domain. These
P-Boxes must be globally addressable. Every endpoint
contains an inbuilt P-Box and M-Box as well. NUTSS
network topology is pictured in figure 1.

P-Boxes are organised in a tree-like hierarchy, form-
ing an overlay network. Every P-Box in a network not
directly connected to the core has a designated parent P-
Box. The parent P-Boxes are discovered through M-Box
referral mechanism, where the child P-Box asks sends
an address-routed message to a public address, and the
parent network’s M-Box intercepts this message and re-
sponds with the information of the parent P-Box.

Upon joining a network, an endpoint registers with
its local P-Box. When receiving registration request, the
P-Box adds the endpoint into its registration table, and
associates an address with the endpoint. If the P-Box
has any parents, it propagates this address mapping re-
cursively to all of its parents. If the topmost P-Box is a
contact P-Box of the domain the endpoint wants to asso-
ciate with, the registration is now complete. If not, then
the topmost P-Box forwards the registration request to
the contact P-Box of the endpoint’s chosen domain.

Name-routed signalling happens via the overlay net-
work formed by P-Boxes. When an endpoint wishes to
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Figure 2: Connection initiation with name-routed
signalling.

Figure 3: Data flow establishment over address-
routed signalling.

initiate a connection with another endpoint it sends a
initiation message to its parent P-Box. If the parent P-
Box does not know the location of the destination end-
point, it forwards the initiation message to either its
parent P-Box, or if not applicable, the contact P-Box of
the destination’s name-routed domain, in which case
the tree traversal proceeds downwards towards child
P-Boxes. This is repeated until the message reaches a
P-Box, which knows the destination’s location. Before
the forwarding, the P- Box adds a next-hop token to the
initiation message. Once the destination endpoint’s lo-
cation is known the initiation message contains tokens
for the reversed name-route between the endpoints. The
process of connection initiation is shown in figure 2.

3.1.2 Address-Routed Messages

Address-routed path is established by endpoints us-
ing peer address and the next-hop tokens added by P-
Boxes during name-routed signalling. During the path
establishment, any necessary per-flow state changes to
M-Boxes on route are installed. Each M-Box on route
checks the presence of a next-hop token corresponding
to it, and forwards the data based on these tokens. This
process is presented in figure 3.

3.2 Feasibility

NUTSS incorporates many of the aspects required by
IRTF EME [6]. The names used in name-based rout-
ing are both user-friendly and stable, and have globally-
unique parts to ease policy management. Access control
is implemented by P-Boxes, and authentication, while
not addressed in the design paper [7], is implementable
with standard techniques, such as challenge-response
protocols like DIAMETER [2], in the registration and
signalling protocols. Privacy aspects are not discussed
in the design paper, but can be addressed with P-Box
and M-Box policies as well.

Middlebox control is built in the signalling proto-
cols NUTSS uses. Route discovery reveals any NUTSS-
enabled middleboxes on the data route. Service requests
can be achieved with next-hop tokens. Steering control
and mobility are achieved by short-lived flow addresses
and rapid flow renegotiation. This does not cater for
long flows, and as such might require redesign of cur-
rent protocol stacks. The name-route and address-route
signalling protocols allow negotiation of protocol stacks
as well. This makes it possible for NUTSS to support
any current protocols running over IP.

Multi-homing follows naturally from the separation
of name and location. Multicast is not discussed in the
original design, but a multicast extension for the naming
is mentioned. Basically this involves extending the 3-
tuple name to a 4-tuple, where the fourth field defines
multicast group.

We feel that the performance is the main stumbling
block of the NUTSS architecture. Double signalling dur-
ing connection establishment speaks against fast flow
establishment and optimisation for short flows, and the
route discovery mechanism does not allow transmitting
payload in the initial packets. Meanwhile the short-
lived flow addresses prohibit long data flows. We feel
that this kind of design might cause unnecessarily high
signalling overhead and complexity.

The incremental deployment scheme suggested in [7]
has three phases. In the first phase only the endpoints
are NUTSS-aware and a public P-Box services are pro-
vided by third parties. In the second phase the net-
work middle is gradually made NUTSS-aware by de-
ploying P-Boxes in networks. During the final phase,
networks replace legacy middleboxes with M-Boxes. It
is unclear to us in what amounts these phases may over-
lap each other, and how much work is involved in the
final phase of implementation, if the M-Boxes need to be
made aware of any legacy middleboxes in the network.
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4 Considerations for EME Architec-
ture

With the ongoing development in Internet it has become
apparent that middleboxes have come to stay. This
means that the need for including middleboxes in the
connection negotiation process has become necessary.
This section discusses a few key aspects of middlebox-
aware networks and gives complementing thoughts for
EME architectures, especially when trust issues should
be considered.

4.1 On Naming and Name Resolution

A network needs two types of names for endpoints;
user-friendly names, that are easy to remember and pro-
vide stability even when the endpoint changes location,
and machine-friendly names (e.g. addresses), which
are fast to process by networked applications. Names
should also be globally-unique, but this requirement
brings with it a constraint for the network: for a name
to be unique there needs to be an authority which al-
lows and registers the use of a name within the network.
Without such an authority no method to guarantee an
endpoint authenticity exists. This requirement makes
the presence of a name resolution service mandatory.

Mobility is a growing trend among network devices.
This creates an additional requirement for a name res-
olution service: the devices need to be able to update
their location in the network. This means that either
the device itself needs to update its information, or that
the network needs to be aware of the connecting devices
and update their information accordingly. As the basic
end-to-end network functionality requires the network
to be aware of a connecting device, and as it is easier for
a name resolution service to trust a network instead of
an individual device, it should be the network who up-
dates the name resolution. For added security, the net-
work should have means to authenticate the connect-
ing device either by itself or via a third party service
provider.

4.2 On Middlebox and Connection Control

Middleboxes are a great way for a network to police
and provide additional services for passing traffic. A
network willing to provide additional services should
be offered a way to advertise them to endpoints. It is
worth remembering that while a network might want
to advertise the middleboxes it deploys, a network can-
not be prevented from deploying hidden middleboxes.
The possibility of a network advertising middleboxes is
enough to require any new Internet architecture to pro-
vide means for controlling and requesting middleboxes
along the data path.

Requesting middleboxes comes with the price of in-
creased signalling. If endpoints want services from mid-
dleboxes, the middleboxes need to be provided with
means to advertise themselves, and the endpoints need
to be provided with means to request these services.
Fast flow negotiation can be achieved by including a
mechanism to re-route data flows to pass through mid-
dleboxes whose service has been requested after the ini-
tial data flow has been formed. If a network on the data
path deploys mandatory middleboxes it can be argued
that the endpoints should be notified of such middle-
boxes. The possibility of hidden middleboxes makes
this argument moot; as such notifications cannot be en-
forced, it is enough for polite middleboxes to inform the
endpoints of their existence during the flow formation,
and thus allow the endpoints to tear down the connec-
tion if they feel the network cannot be trusted anymore.
If the endpoints cannot trust the network it is their re-
sponsibility, and not the network’s, to provide sufficient
protection for their connection.

4.3 On Trust, Security and Privacy

Globally-unique names, updatable name resolution ser-
vice, middlebox services, and other advanced network
services bring forth questions of security and trust. Ne-
gotiating trust and trust relations are a key components
in providing a secure networking environment. En-
abling mobile endpoints to seamlessly move between
networks enhances this problem even more. The trust
needs to be placed somewhere but it is unclear where.
The endpoints cannot always fully trust the networks
they are connected in, and the networks cannot trust the
endpoints even that far. One solution for establishing
trust is to include third party trust authorities in the net-
work. Service providers are a natural choice for this role.

Another thing complicating trust is privacy. An end-
point might want to shield its identity from the network,
much like NAT [4] does today. Such shielding of iden-
tity might even be extended to the network the endpoint
is directly connected in. Once again a third party trust
authority can be used to facilitate the connection in a
manner both participants can be comfortable with.

5 Summary and Future Work

Current work of the IRTF EME research group fo-
cuses on the design of signalling protocols, specifically
NUTSS. This solution complements IP, but leaves most
of the underlying problems of IP networks untouched.
The groups intent is to create an efficient way to request
and identify middleboxes on the data path, allowing the
middle to be fully incorporated in the network architec-
ture.
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Our current and future research focuses on creating
an operator friendly alternative for IP networks, with
considerations of security, network services and trust
in mind. While replacing IP might not be feasible in
consumer networks it can be feasible in core networks,
where IP can be transported over this new technology
where necessary. Key objectives of our research are sep-
arating services from the transport layer and establish-
ing trust relations between networks and endpoints to
achieve carrier-grade transport.
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